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Abstract. Web applications have become important services in our
daily lives. Millions of users use web applications to obtain information,
perform ﬁnancial transactions, have fun, socialize, and communicate. Unfortunately, web applications are also frequently targeted by attackers.
Recent data from SANS institute estimates that up to 60% of Internet
attacks target web applications.
In this paper, we perform an empirical analysis of a large number of web
vulnerability reports with the aim of understanding how input validation
ﬂaws have evolved in the last decade. In particular, we are interested
in ﬁnding out if developers are more aware of web security problems
today than they used to be in the past. Our results suggest that the
complexity of the attacks have not changed signiﬁcantly and that many
web problems are still simple in nature. Hence, despite awareness programs provided by organizations such as MITRE, SANS Institute and
OWASP, application developers seem to be either not aware of these
classes of vulnerabilities, or unable to implement eﬀective countermeasures. Therefore, we believe that there is a growing need for languages
and application platforms that attack the root of the problem and secure
applications by design.
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Introduction

The web has become part of everyone’s daily life, and web applications now
support us in many of our daily activities. Unfortunately, web applications are
prone to various classes of vulnerabilities. Hence, much eﬀort has been spent on
making web applications more secure in the past decade (e.g., [4][15][28]).
Organizations such as MITRE [15], SANS Institute [4] and OWASP [28] have
emphasized the importance of improving the security education and awareness
among programmers, software customers, software managers and Chief Information Oﬃcers. These organizations do this by means of regularly publishing lists

with the most common programming errors. Also, the security research community has worked on tools and techniques to improve the security of web applications. These techniques include static code analysis [9, 14, 33–35], dynamic
tainting [23, 24, 27], combination of dynamic tainting and static analysis [32],
prevention by construction or by design [8, 13, 29, 36] and enforcement mechanisms executing within the browser [1, 7, 10, 31]. Some of these techniques have
been commercialized and can be found in today’s development toolsets. An example is Microsoft’s FxCop [6] which can be integrated into some editions of
Microsoft Visual Studio.
Although a considerable amount of eﬀort has been spent by many diﬀerent
stake-holders on making web applications more secure, we lack quantitative evidence that this attention has improved the security of web applications over
time. In particular, we are interested in ﬁnding out and understanding how two
common classes of vulnerabilities, namely SQL injection and Cross Site Scripting, have evolved in the last decade.
We chose to focus our study on SQL Injection and Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities as these classes of web application vulnerabilities have the same root
cause: improper sanitization of user-supplied input that result from invalid assumptions made by the developer on the input of the application. Moreover,
these classes of vulnerabilities are prevalent, well-known and have been wellstudied in the past decade. Thus, it is likely that there is a suﬃcient number of
vulnerability reports available to allow an empirical analysis.
In this paper, by performing an automated analysis, we attempt to answer
the following questions:
1. Do attacks become more sophisticated over time?
We automatically analyzed over 2600 vulnerabilities and found out that the
vast majority of them was not associated to any sophisticated attack techniques. Our results suggest that the exploits do not intend to evade any input
validation, escaping or encoding defense mechanisms. Moreover, we do not
observe any particular increasing trend with respect to complexity.
2. Do well-known and popular applications become less vulnerable over time?
Our results show that an increasing number of applications have exactly
one vulnerability. Furthermore, we observe a shift from popular applications
to non-popular applications with respect to SQL Injection vulnerabilities, a
trend that is, unfortunately, not true for Cross-Site Scripting.
3. Do the most aﬀected applications become more secure over time?
We studied in detail the ten most aﬀected open source applications resulting
in two top ten lists – one for Cross-Site Scripting and one for SQL Injection. In total, 197 vulnerabilities were associated with these applications. We
investigated the diﬀerence between foundational and non foundational vulnerabilities and found that the ﬁrst class is decreasing over time. Moreover,
an average time of 4.33 years between the initial software release and the
vulnerability disclosure date suggests that many of today’s reported CrossSite Scripting vulnerabilities were actually introduced into the applications
many years ago.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section describes our
methodology and data gathering technique. Section 3 presents an analysis of the
SQL Injection and Cross-Site Scripting reports and their associated exploits. In
Section 4, we present the related work and then brieﬂy conclude the paper in
Section 5.
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Methodology

To be able to answer how Cross Site Scripting and SQL Injections have evolved
over time, it is necessary to have access to signiﬁcant amounts of vulnerability
data. Hence, we had to collect and classify a large number of vulnerability reports. Furthermore, automated processing is needed to be able to extract the
exploit descriptions from the reports. In the next sections, we explain the process
we applied to collect and classify vulnerability reports and exploit descriptions.
2.1

Data Gathering

One major source of information for security vulnerabilities is the CVE dataset,
which is hosted by MITRE [19]. According to MITRE’s FAQ [21], CVE is not
a vulnerability database but a vulnerability identiﬁcation system that ‘aims to
provide common names for publicly known problems’ such that it allows ‘vulnerability databases and other capabilities to be linked together’. Each CVE entry
has a unique CVE identiﬁer, a status (‘entry’ or ‘candidate’), a general description, and a number of references to one or more external information sources of
the vulnerability. These references include a source identiﬁer and a well-deﬁned
identiﬁer for searching on the source’s website. Vulnerability information is provided to MITRE in the form of vulnerability submissions. MITRE assigns a CVE
identiﬁer and a candidate status. After the CVE Editorial Board has reviewed
the candidate entry, the entry may be assigned the ‘Accept’ status.
For our study, we used the CVE data from the National Vulnerability Database
(NVD) [25] which is provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In addition to CVE data, the NVD database includes the following information:
– Vulnerability type according to the Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)
classiﬁcation system [20].
– The name of the aﬀected application, version numbers, and the vendor of
the application represented by Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) identiﬁers [18].
– The impact and severity of the vulnerability according to the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) standard [17].
The NIST publishes the NVD database as a set of XML ﬁles, in the form:
nvdcve-2.0-year.xml, where year is a number from 2002 until 2010. The ﬁrst
ﬁle, nvdcve-2.0-2002.xml contains CVE entries from 1998 until 2002. In order
to build timelines during the analysis, we need to know the discovery date, disclosure date, or the publishing date of a CVE entry. Since CVE entries originate

from diﬀerent external sources, the timing information provided in the CVE and
NVD data feeds proved to be insuﬃcient. For this reason, we fetch this information by using the disclosure date from the corresponding entry in the Open
Source Vulnerability Database (OSVDB) [11].
For each candidate and accepted CVE entry, we extracted and stored the
identiﬁer, the description, the disclosure date from OSVDB, the CWE vulnerability classiﬁcation, the CVSS scoring, the aﬀected vendor/product/version information, and the references to external sources. Then, we used the references
of each CVE entry to retrieve the vulnerability information originating from
the various external sources. We stored this website data along with the CVE
information for further analysis.
2.2

Vulnerability Classification

Since our study focuses particularly on Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection
vulnerabilities, it is essential to classify the vulnerability reports. As mentioned
in the previous section, the CVE entries in the NVD database are classiﬁed
according to the Common Weakness Enumeration classiﬁcation system. CWE
aims to be a dictionary of software weaknesses. NVD uses only a small subset
of 19 CWEs for mapping CVEs to CWEs, among those are Cross-Site Scripting
(CWE-79) and SQL Injection (CWE-89).
Although NVD provides a mapping between CVEs and CWEs, this mapping is not complete and many CVE entries do not have any classiﬁcation at
all. For this reason, we chose to perform a classiﬁcation which is based on both
the CWE classiﬁcation and on the description of the CVE entry. In general, a
CVE description is formatted according to the following pattern: {description of
vulnerability} {location description of the vulnerability} allows {description of
attacker} {impact description}. Thus, the CVE description includes the vulnerability type.
For fetching the Cross-Site Scripting related CVEs out of the CVE data, we
selected the CVEs associated with CWE identiﬁer ‘CWE-79’. Then, we added
the CVEs having the text ‘Cross-Site Scripting’ in their description by performing a case-insensitive query. Similarly, we classiﬁed the SQL Injection related
CVEs by using the CWE identiﬁer ‘CWE-89’ and the keyword ‘SQL Injection’.
2.3

The Exploit Data Set

To acquire a general view on the security of web applications, we are not only
interested in the vulnerability information, but also in the way each vulnerability
can be exploited. Some external sources of CVEs that provide information concerning Cross-Site Scripting or SQL Injection-related vulnerabilities also provide
exploit details. Often, this information is represented by a script or an attack
string.
An attack string is a well-deﬁned reference to a location in the vulnerable
web application where code can be injected. The reference is often a complete
URL that includes the name of the vulnerable script, the HTTP parameters, and
some characters to represent the placeholders for the injected code. In addition
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Fig. 1: Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection vulnerabilities over time.

of using placeholders, sometimes, real examples of SQL or Javascript code may
also be used. Two examples of attack strings are:
http://[victim]/index.php?act=delete&dir=&file=[XSS]
http://[victim]/index.php?module=subjects&func=viewpage&pageid=[SQL]
At the end of each line, note the placeholders that can be substituted with
arbitrary code by the attacker.
The similar structure of attack strings allows our tool to automatically extract, store and analyze the exploit format. Hence, we extracted and stored all
the attack strings associated with both Cross-Site Scripting and the SQL Injection CVEs.

3

Analysis of the Vulnerabilities Trends

The ﬁrst question we wish to address in this paper is whether the number of SQL
Injection and Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities reported in web applications
has been decreasing in recent years. To answer this question, we automatically
analyzed the 39,081 entries in the NVD database from 1998 to 2009. We had
to exclude 1,301 CVE entries because they did not have a corresponding match
in the OSVDB database and, as a consequence, did not have a disclosure date
associated with them. For this reason, these CVE entries are not taken into
account for the rest of our study. Of the remaining vulnerability reports, we
identiﬁed a total of 5222 Cross-Site Scripting entries and 4810 SQL Injection
entries.
Figure 1a shows the number of vulnerability reports over time and ﬁgure 1b
shows the percentage of reported Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection vulnerabilities over the total CVE entries.
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Fig. 2: Complexity exploits over time.

Our ﬁrst expectation based on intuition was to observe the number of reported vulnerabilities follow a classical bell shape: beginning with a slow start
when the vulnerabilities are still relatively unknown, then a steep increase corresponding to the period in which the attacks are disclosed and studied, and
ﬁnally a decreasing phase when the developers start adopting the required countermeasures.
In fact, the graphs show an initial phase (2002-2004) with very few reports,
followed by a steep increase of Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection vulnerability reports in the years 2004, 2005 and 2006. Note that this trend is consistent
with historical developments. Web security started increasing in importance after 2004, and the ﬁrst XSS-based worm was discovered in 2005 (i.e., “Samy
Worm”). Hence, web security threats such as Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection started receiving more focus after 2004.
Unfortunately, the number of reported vulnerabilities has not signiﬁcantly
decreased since 2006. In other words, the number of vulnerabilities found in
2009 is comparable with the number reported in 2006. In the rest of this section,
we will formulate and verify a number of hypotheses to explain the possible
reasons behind this phenomenon.
3.1

Attack Sophistication

Hypothesis 1 Simple, easy-to-ﬁnd vulnerabilities have now been replaced by
complex vulnerabilities that require more sophisticated attacks.
The ﬁrst hypothesis we wish to verify is whether the overall number of vulnerabilities is not decreasing because the simple vulnerabilities discovered in the
early years have now been replaced by new ones that involve more complex attack
scenarios. For example, the attacker may have to carefully craft the malicious
input in order to reach a subtle vulnerable functionality, or to pass certain input
transformations (e.g., uppercase or character replacement). In particular, we are
interested in identifying those cases in which the application developers were

aware of the threats, but implemented insuﬃcient, easy to evade sanitization
routines.
One way to determine the “complexity” of an exploit is to analyze the attack
string, and to look for evidence of possible evasion techniques. As mentioned in
Section 2.3, we automatically extracted the exploit code from the data provided
by external vulnerability information sources. Sometimes, these external sources
do not provide exploit information for every reported Cross-Site Scripting or SQL
Injection vulnerability, do not provide exploit information in a parsable format,
or do not provide any exploit information at all. As a consequence, not all CVE
entries can be associated with an attack string. On the other hand, in some cases,
there exist several ways of exploiting a vulnerability, and, therefore, more attack
strings may be associated with a single vulnerability report. In our experiments,
we collected attack strings for a total of 2632 distinct vulnerabilities.
To determine the exploit complexity, we looked at several characteristics
that may indicate an attempt from the attacker to evade some form of input
sanitization. The selection of the characteristics is inspired by so-called injection
cheat sheets that are available on the Internet [16][30].
In particular, we classify a Cross-Site Scripting attack string as complex (i.e.,
in contrast to simple) if it contains one or more of the following characteristics:
– Diﬀerent cases are used within the script tags (e.g., ScRiPt).
– The script-tags contains one or more spaces (e.g., < script>)
– The attack string contains ‘landingspace-code’ which is the set of attributes
of HTML-tags (e.g., onmouseover, or onclick)
– The string contains encoded characters (e.g., &#41;)
– The string is split over multiple lines
For SQL Injection attack strings, we looked at the following characteristics:
– The use of comment speciﬁers (e.g., /**/) to break a keyword
– The use of encoded single quotes (e.g., ‘%27’, ‘&#x27’; ‘&#39’, ‘Jw==’)
– The use of encoded double quotes (e.g., ‘%22’, ‘&#x22;’, ‘&#34’, ‘Ig==’)
If none of the previous characteristics is present, we classify the exploit as
“simple”. Figures 2a and 2b show the percentage of CVEs having one or more
complex attack strings4 . The graphs show that the majority of the available
exploits are, according to our deﬁnition, not sophisticated. In fact, in most of
the cases, the attacks were performed by injecting the simplest possible string,
without requiring any tricks to evade input validation.
Interestingly, while we observe a slight increase in the number of SQL Injection vulnerabilities with sophisticated attack strings, we do not observe any
signiﬁcant increase of Cross-Site Scripting attack strings. This may be a ﬁrst
indication that developers are now adopting (unfortunately insuﬃcient) defense
mechanisms to prevent SQL Injection , but that they are still failing to sanitize
the user input to prevent Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities.
4

The graph starts from 2005 because there were less than 100 vulnerabilities having
exploit samples available before that year. Hence, results before 2005 are statistically
less signiﬁcant.
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Fig. 3: The number of aﬀected applications over time.

To conclude, the available empirical data suggests that an increased attack
complexity is not the reason behind the steadily increasing number of vulnerability reports.
3.2

Application Popularity

Since the complexity does not seem to explain the increasing number of reported
vulnerabilities, we decided to focus on the type of applications. We started by
extracting the vulnerable application’s name from a total of 8854 SQL Injection
and Cross-Site Scripting vulnerability reports in the NVD database that are
associated to one or more CPE identiﬁers.
Figures 3a and 3b plot the number of applications that are aﬀected by a
certain number of vulnerabilities over time. Both graphs clearly show how the
increase in the number of vulnerabilities is a direct consequence of the increasing
number of vulnerable applications. In fact, the number of web applications with
more than one vulnerability report over the whole time frame is quite low, and
it has been slightly decreasing since 2006.
Based on this ﬁnding, we formulated our second hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2 Popular applications are now more secure while new vulnerabilities are discovered in new, less popular, applications.
The idea behind this hypothesis is to test whether more vulnerabilities were
reported about well-known, popular applications in the past than they are today.
That is, do vulnerability reports nowadays tend to concentrate on less popular,
or recently developed applications?
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The ﬁrst step consists of determining the popularity of these applications in
order to be able to understand if it is true that popular products are more aware
of (and therefore less vulnerable to) Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection
attacks.
We determined the popularity of applications through the following process:
1. Using Google Search, we performed a search on the vendor and application
names within the Wikipedia domain.
2. When one of the returned URLs contain the name of the vendor or the name
of the application, we ﬂag the application as being ‘popular’. Otherwise, the
application is classiﬁed as being ‘unpopular’.
3. Finally, we manually double-checked the list of popular applications in order to make sure that the corresponding Wikipedia entries describe software
products and not something else (e.g., when the product name also corresponds to a common English word).
After the classiﬁcation, we were able to identify 676 popular and 2573 unpopular applications as being vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting . For SQL Injection, we found 328 popular and 2693 unpopular vulnerable applications. Figure 4
shows the percentages of vulnerability reports that are associated with popular
applications. The trends support the hypothesis that SQL Injection vulnerabilities are indeed moving toward less popular applications – maybe as a consequence
of the fact that well-known product are more security-aware. Unfortunately, according to Figure 4a, the same hypothesis is not true for Cross-Site Scripting: in
fact, the ratio of well-known applications vulnerable to Cross-Site Scripting has
been relatively constant in the past six years.
Even though the empirical evidence also does not support our second hypothesis, we noticed one characteristic that is common to both types of vulnerabilities: popular applications, probably because they are analyzed in more detail,
typically have a higher number of reported vulnerabilities. The results, shown
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in Figures 5a and 5b, suggest that it would be useful to investigate how these
vulnerabilities have evolved in the lifetime of the applications.
3.3

Vulnerability lifetime

So far, we determined that a constant, large number of simple, easy-to-exploit
vulnerabilities are still found in many web applications today. Also, we determined that that the high number of reports is driven by an increasing number
of vulnerable applications, and not by a small number of popular applications.
Based on these ﬁndings, we formulate our third hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3 Even though the number of reported vulnerable applications is
growing, each application is becoming more secure over time.
This hypothesis is important, because, if true, it would mean that web applications, in particular the well-known products, are becoming more secure.
To verify this hypothesis, we studied the lifetimes of Cross-Site Scripting and
SQL Injection vulnerabilities in the ten most-aﬀected open source applications
according to the NIST NVD database.
By analyzing the changelogs, for each application, we extracted in which
version a vulnerability was introduced and in which version the vulnerability
was ﬁxed. In order to obtain reliable insights into the vulnerabilities lifetime,
we excluded the vulnerability reports that were not conﬁrmed by the respective
vendor. For our analysis, we used the CPE identiﬁers in the NVD database,
the external vulnerability sources, the vulnerability information provided by the
vendor, and we also extract information from the version control systems (CVS,
or SVN) of the diﬀerent products.
Table 1a and Table 1b show a total of 145 Cross-Site Scripting and 52 SQL
Injection vulnerabilities in the most aﬀected applications. The tables distinguish
foundational and non-foundational vulnerabilities. Foundational vulnerabilities
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Table 1: Foundational and non-foundational vulnerabilities in the ten most affected open source web applications.
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are vulnerabilities that were present in the ﬁrst version of an application, while
non-foundational vulnerabilities were introduced after the initial release.
We observed that 40% of the Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities are foundational and 60% are non-foundational. For SQL Injection, these percentages are
38% and 61%. These results suggest that most of the vulnerabilities are introduced by new functionality that is built into new versions of a web application.
Finally, we investigated how long it took to discover the foundational vulnerabilities. Figure 6a and Figure 6b plot the number of foundational vulnerabilities
that were disclosed after a certain amount of time had elapsed after the initial
release of the applications. The graphs show that most SQL Injection vulnerabilities are usually discovered in the ﬁrst year after the release of the product.
For Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities, the result is quite diﬀerent. Many foundational vulnerabilities are discovered even 10 years after the code was initially
released. This observation suggests that it is very problematic to ﬁnd Cross-Site
Scripting vulnerabilities compared to SQL Injection vulnerabilities. We believe

that this diﬀerence is caused by the fact that the attack surface for SQL Injection
attacks is much smaller when compared with Cross-Site Scripting . Therefore, it
is easier for developers to identify (and protect) all the sensitive entry points in
the application code.
The diﬃculty of ﬁnding Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities is conﬁrmed by
the average elapsed time between the initial software release and the disclosure
of foundational vulnerabilities. For SQL Injection vulnerabilities, this value is 2
years, while for Cross-Site Scripting is 4.33 years.

4

Related Work

Our work is not the ﬁrst study of vulnerability trends based on CVE data. In [2],
Christey et al. present an analysis of CVE data covering the period 2001 - 2006.
The work is based on manual classiﬁcation of CVE entries using the CWE classiﬁcation system. In contrast, [22] uses an unsupervised learning technique on
CVE text descriptions and introduces a classiﬁcation system called ‘topic model’.
While the works of Christey et al. and Neuhaus et al. focus on analysing general
trends in vulnerability databases, our work speciﬁcally focuses on web application vulnerabilities, and, in particular, Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection.
We have investigated the reasons behind the trends.
Clark et al. present in [3] a vulnerability study with a focus on the early
existence of a software product. The work demonstrates that re-use of legacy
code is a major contributor to the rate of vulnerability discovery and the number of vulnerabilities found. In contrast to our work, the paper does not focus
on web applications, and it does not distinguish between particular types of
vulnerabilities.
Another large-scale vulnerability analysis study was conducted by Frei et
al. [5]. The work focuses on zero-day exploits and shows that there has been a
dramatic increase in such vulnerabilities. Also, the work shows that there is a
faster availability of exploits than of patches.
In [12], Li et al. present a study on how the number of software defects
evolve over time. The data set of the study consists of bug reports of two Open
Source software products that are stored in the Bugzilla database. The authors
show that security related bugs are becoming increasingly important over time
in terms of absolute numbers and relative percentages, but do not consider web
applications.
Ozment et al. [26] studied how the number of security issues relate to the
number of code changes in OpenBSD. The study shows that 62 percent of the
vulnerabilities are foundational ; they were introduced prior to the release of the
initial version and have not been altered since. The rate at which foundational
vulnerabilities are reported is decreasing, somehow suggesting that the security
of the same code is increasing. In contrast to our study, Ozment el al.’s study
does not consider the security of web applications.
To the best of our knowledge, we present the ﬁrst vulnerability study that
takes a closer, detailed look at how two popular classes of web vulnerabilities
have evolved over the last decade.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

Our ﬁndings in this study show that the complexity of Cross Site Scripting and
SQL Injection exploits in vulnerability reports have not been increasing. Hence,
this ﬁnding suggests that the majority of vulnerabilities are not due to sanitization failure, but due to the absence of input validation. Despite awareness
programs provided by MITRE [19], SANS Institute [4] and OWASP [28], application developers seem to be neither aware of these classes of vulnerabilities, nor
are able to implement eﬀective countermeasures.
Furthermore, our study suggests that a main reason why the number of web
vulnerability reports have not been decreasing is because many more applications
are now vulnerable to ﬂaws such as Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection . In
fact, we observe a trend that SQL Injection vulnerabilities occur more often in
an increasing number of unpopular applications.
Finally, when analyzing the most aﬀected applications, we observe that years
after the initial release of an application, Cross-Site Scripting vulnerabilities
concerning the initial release are still being reported. Note that this is in contrast
to SQL Injection vulnerabilities. We believe that one of the reasons for this
observation could be because SQL Injection problems may be easier to ﬁx (e.g.,
by using stored procedures).
The empirical data we collected and analyzed for this paper supports the
general intuition that web developers are bad at securing their applications. The
traditional practice of writing applications and then testing them for security
problems (e.g., static analysis, blackbox testing, etc.) does not seem be working well in practice. Hence, we believe that more research is needed in securing
applications by design. That is, the developers should not be concerned about
problems such as Cross Site Scripting or SQL Injection. Rather, the programming language or the platform should make sure that the problems do not occur
when developers produce code (e.g., similar to solutions such as in [29] or managed languages such as C# or Java that prevent buﬀer overﬂow problems).
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